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New bounds are given for the minimal Hamming and Lee weights of self-dual codes
over Z
4
. For a self-dual code of length n, the Hamming weight is bounded above by
4[n/24]#f (nmod24), for an explicitly given function f ; the Lee weight is bounded
above by 8[n/24]#g(nmod24), for a di!erent function g. These bounds appear to
agree with the full linear programming bound for a wide range of lengths. The proof of
these bounds relies on a reduction to a problem of binary codes, namely that of
bounding the minimum dual distance of a doubly even binary code. ( 2000 Academic
Press
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code.INTRODUCTION
The problem of bounding the minimum distance of self-dual codes over Z
4
is, of course, really three problems, since there are three natural weights on
such codes (Hamming, Lee, and Euclidean). There has been substantial
recent progress on bounding the minimal Euclidean norm [1, 11], as well as
on bounding the Hamming and Lee weights for dimensions up to 24 [3, 9]. In
the present note, we give good explicit bounds for Hamming and Lee weights
in larger dimensions.
In [9], one of the strongest ways to bound the Lee weight of a code turned
out to be "rst to bound the Hamming weight and then to use the trivial
inequality
‚ (C)42H (C).
This strategy works well more generally, as we will see. Indeed, the bulk of
this paper is devoted to bounding minimal Hamming weights, from which the146
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147Lee weight bound is a simple corollary. This problem, in turn, reduces to
a problem of binary codes; associated to any self-dual Z
4
code C are two
binary codes C (1) and C (2), dual to each other, with C (1) doubly even [4].
Since the minimum Hamming weight of C is equal to the minimum Ham-
ming weight of C (2), we reduce to the problem of bounding the dual distance
of a doubly even binary code:
THEOREM 1. If C is a doubly even binary code of length n"24m#l, then
the minimum distance of CM is bounded above by 4m#f (l), where f is given by
the following table:
l"
f"
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
2
5
1
6
2
7
3
8
4
9
1
10
2
11
2
12
2
l"
f"
13
2
14
3
15
3
16
4
17
4
18
4
19
3
20
4
21
5
22
6
23
7
24
8
A code of length
24m# 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 14 17 18 21 22 23 24
meeting the bound must have dimension
12m# 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 6 8 8 9 10 11 12
respectively.
Remark. For the lengths not listed, the dimension of a code meeting the
bound is not determined, in general.
Before proving Theorem 1, we give the resulting bounds on Hamming and
Lee weights:
COROLLARY 2. If C is a self-dual code over Z
4
of length n"24m#l, then
the minimum Hamming weight of C is bounded above by 4m#f (l), with f as
above.
Proof. This follows from the above remarks. m
This bound is tight through length 24.
COROLLARY 3. If C is a self-dual code over Z
4
of length n"24m#l, then
the minimum ‚ee weight of C is bounded above by 8m#g (l ), with g given by the
148 ERIC RAINSfollowing table:
l"
g"
1
2
2
2
3
2
4
4
5
2
6
4
7
6
8
8
9
2
10
4
11
4
12
4
l"
g"
13
4
14
6
15
6
16
8
17
8
18
8
19
6
20
8
21
8
22
8
23
10
24
12
Proof. For 14l420, g (l )"2f (l ), so the bound follows immediately
from corollary 2. For l"21 and 22, we note that the minimum Euclidean
norm is bounded above by 8m#8 [11, Theorem 10]; again, this gives
a bound on Lee weight, since ‚ (C)4E (C). Finally, for l"23 and 24, we
simply note that a self-dual code of length n and minimal Lee weight ‚ gives
rise via shortening to a self-dual code of length n!1 and minimal Lee weight
at least ‚!2. Thus the optimal Lee weight can increase by at most 2 as the
length increases by 1. m
Through length 48 (and, most likely, for much longer lengths), this agrees
with the full linear programming bound [(3], as extended in [9]), except for
l"7 and 8 mod24, when the linear programming bound is 2 less (this is
consistent through length 104). It is not clear how to prove this stronger
bound, however. For l"24, it appears that a code meeting the bound must
be type II (all weights divisible by 8 [3]), but again a general proof appears
di$cult.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.
UNIQUENESS OF THE EXTREMAL WEIGHT ENUMERATOR
Let C be a doubly even code of length n and dual distance d. If A(x, y) is the
weight enumerator of C, and B (x, y) is DC D times the weight enumerator of CM,
then A and B must satisfy the conditions
A(x, yJ!1)"A(x, y),
B (x, y)"A(x#y, x!y),
A(1, y)"1#O(y4vd@4w),
A(x, 1)"A(0, 1)#O(xn~4x(n~d)@4y),
B (1, y)"B(1, 0)#O(yd), (1)
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f (y)"g (y)#O(yd),
for polynomials or formal power series f and g, indicates that f!g has no
coe$cients of degree less than d. The "rst of the conditions (1) simply says
that A is doubly even, while the second is the MacWilliams identity, and the
last says that CM has no nonzero vectors of weight less than d. The third
equation comes from the fact that every vector in C is in CM, so C can have no
nonzero vectors of weight less than d (or, since C is doubly even, 4vd/4w).
Finally, the fourth equation arises because, since C has no vectors of odd
weight, CM must contain the vector 1 consisting of all 1's. But then for v3C,
v#13CM. There are, of course, nonnegativity and integrality conditions,
which we will ignore for the moment.
Let us "rst consider the question of the existence of enumerators satisfying
conditions (1); we will call such an enumerator a &&doubly even weight
enumerator or degree n and dual distance d.'' These conditions imply various
linear equations on the coe$cients of A; as d increases, the number of
equations increases. The value of d at which the number of equations "rst
equals or exceeds the number of coe$cients is given by the table
n"24m#
d"4m#
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
2
5
2*
6
2
7
2
8
3
9
2
10
3*
11
3
12
4
n"24m#
d"4m#
13
3
14
3
15
4*
16
5*
17
4
18
4
19
4
20
5*
21
5*
22
5*
23
5*
24
5
where the asterisks indicate that the number of equations exceeds the number
of variables. For instance, for n"24m#1, we have 6m#1 coe$cients and
v(d/4w#vd!1)/4w#(d!1)
constraints. For d"4m, we have only 6m!1 constraints, while for
d"4m#1, we have 6m#1 constrains.
LEMMA 1. ‚et A(x, y) be a doubly even weight enumerator of degree
n"24m# 1 2 3 6 7 9 11 13 14 17 18 19 21 22 23
and dual distance
d54m# 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5
respectively. „hen A(x, y) is the unique such enumerator.
Note that we are not yet asserting the existence of such an enumerator.
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A(x, y)"x24m`1#x4m`1y4m`4 +
04i44m~1
c
i
(x4!y4)iy16m~4~4i,
for suitable coe$cients c
i
, since y must appear to degree a multiple of 4 in
each term. Dualizing, we have
B(x, y)"(x#y)24m`1
#(x#y)4m`1(x!y)4m`4 +
04i44m~1
c
i
(8x3y#8xy3)i(x!y)16m~4~4i.
From the fact that
B (1, y)"B (1, 0)#O(y4m`1),
we obtain the condition
+
04i44m~1
8ic
iA
y (1#y2)
(1!y)4 B
i"B (1, 0)(1#y)~4m~1(1!y)~20m
!(1#y)20m (1!y)~20m#O(y4m`1). (2)
Since the quantity in parentheses on the left is O(y), the c
i
terms can in
principle be solved for, once we know B (1, 0). Indeed, this can be done
explicitly, using the BuK rmann}Lagrange theorem:
THEOREM (BuK rmann}Lagrange). ‚et f (x) and g(x) be formal power series,
with g (0)"0 and g@(0)O0. If coe.cients i
ij
are de,ned by
xj f (x)" +
04i
i
ij
g(x)i,
then
i
ij
"1
i Ccoe+. of xi~1 in [ jxj~1 f (x)#xj f @ (x)] A
x
g (x)B
i
D
"Ccoe+. of xi~j in
xg@ (x)
g (x)
f (x)A
x
g (x)B
i
D .
Proof. A proof of the "rst formula for i
ij
can be found in [12, page 129
(substituting a"b"0, /"g, f"xj f )]. The second formula follows from
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[coe!. of xi~j in (i!j )h(x)!xh@(x)]"0,
applied to h(x)"i~1 f (x)(x/g(x))i. m
In order to apply BuK rmann}Lagrange to (2), we must allow ourselves a c
4m
coe$cient; since this is uniquely determined, the value we compute for this
coe$cient should be 0. Using the second form of BuK rmann}Lagrange, we
have
0"84mc
4m
"B (1, 0)[coe!. of y4m in (1#y)3(1!y4)~4m~1]#C,
where C is independent of B (1, 0). As long as the coe$cient of B (1, 0) is
nonzero, B(1, 0) (and thus B (x, y)) is uniquely determined. But
[coe!. of y4m in (1#y)3(1!y4)~4m~1]
"[coe!. of y4m in (1#3y#3y2#y3)(1!y4)~4m~1]
"[coe!. of y4m in (1!y4)~4m~1]
"A
5m
m BO0,
where the 3y#3y2#y3 can be removed since the resulting terms have
degrees not a multiple of 4.
Similar arguments apply for the other values of n mod 24. For
n"24m#21, 22, and 23, there are two choices of i for which we know c
i
"0
(since there are more equations than variables), but both give the same
answer. m
Remark. Other than n"24m#21, 22, and 23, the remaining cases in
which the equations are overdetermined will turn out below to have no
solution; this is why those cases are not covered above. For lengths
n"24m#4, 8, 12, and 24, it is more complicated to prove uniqueness as
above, since A(0, 1) need not be 0, and the coe$cient of A(0, 1) is rather more
di$cult to compute than that of B (1, 0). As a result, we will consider these
cases on an ad-hoc basis below.
ENUMERATOR CONSTRUCTIONS
To apply Lemma 1, we will need to show that the enumerator in question
actually exists. For this reason, we will need several methods for constructing
enumerators.
152 ERIC RAINSThe most general construction is the following:
LEMMA 2. ‚et A(x, y) be a doubly even weight enumerator of} degree n and
dual distance d’1. „hen
A@(x, y)"1
n
L
Lx
A(x, y)
is a doubly even weight enumerator of degree n!1 and dual distance d!1.
Moreover,
A@(1, 1)"A(1, 1)/2.
Proof. Write
B@(x, y)"A@ (x#y, x!y).
Then
B@ (x, y)" 1
2n A
L
Lx
# L
LyBB(x, y).
We readily verify that A@ is still doubly even and that
A@ (1, y)"1#O(y4vd@4w),
A@(x, 1)"O(xn~1~4vn~d)@4w),
B@(1, y)"B (1, 0)/2#O(yd~1).
The theorem follows (note A@(1, 1)"B@ (1, 0)). m
Remark. This is the enumerator analogue of shortening of self-ortho-
gonal codes; it reduces the length and dual distance by 1, while reducing the
size by a factor of 2.
Of course, to apply Lemma 2, we need an initial source of weight enumer-
ators. Say doubly even weight enumerator is self-dual if B (x, y)"2n@2A(x, y)
(e.g., the weight enumerator of a doubly even self-dual code). (Such an
enumerator need not be the enumerator of any self-dual code.) Then a the-
orem of Gleason [5] says:
LEMMA 3. A doubly-even self-dual weight enumerator lies in the ring
C[ f
8
, f
24
]
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f
8
"x8#14x4y4#y8
f
24
"x4y4 (x4!y4)4.
Conversely, any homogeneous element of this ring is a doubly even self-dual
weight enumerator.
From this, one can show [7] that for any m, there exist unique doubly even
self-dual weight enumerators of degree 24m#0, 8, and 16 with distance at
least 4m#4, and that those enumerators have distance precisely 4m#4.
These are called the extremal Type II enumerators.
Similarly, we will say that a doubly even weight enumerator is &&maximally
self-orthogonal'' (m.s.o.) if B (x, y)"2(n~1))@2 (A (x, y)#A(y,x) ); the canonical
example is the weight enumerator of a doubly even code C of length 2i#1
and dimension i. The following is proved in [8]:
LEMMA 4. A doubly even m.s.o. weight enumerator is in one of the modules
f
1
C[ f
8
, f
24
]#f
17
C [ f
8
, f
24
]
or
f
7
C[ f
8
, f
24
]#f
23
C [ f
8
, f
24
],
and conversely, where
f
1
"x
f
7
"x7#7x3y4
f
17
"xy4(x4!y4) (11x8#22x4y4!y8 )
f
23
"x3y4 (x4!y4)3 (5x4!y4).
Remark. Note that if A (x, y) is self-dual, then (L/Lx) (A(x, y)) is m.s.o.
For our purposes, we will need a variant of these two results. We will say
that a weight enumerator is &&anti-self-dual'' if
B (x, y)"!2n@2A (x, y),
and &&anti-m.s.o.'' if
B (x, y)"!2(n~1)@2 (A (x, y)#B (y, x)).
Then, via essentially the same proof as for Lemmas 3 and 4, one has:
154 ERIC RAINSLEMMA 5. A doubly even, anti-dual weight enumerator is in the module
f
12
C [ f
8
, f
24
].
and conversely, where
f
12
"x12!33x8y4!33x4y8#y12.
LEMMA 6. A doubly even, anti-m.s.o. weight enumerator is in one of the
modules
f
11
C [ f
8
, f
24
]#f
19
C [ f
8
, f
24
]
or
f
5
C [ f
8
, f
24
]#f
13
C [ f
8
, f
24
]
and conversely, where
f
5
"x5!5xy4
f
11
"x11!22x7y4!11x3y8
f
13
"xy4(x4!y4) (7x4#y4 )
f
19
"x3y4 (x4!y4 )3.
Notice that if we express a doubly even, anti-self-dual weight enumerator
in terms of f
12
, f
8
, and f
24
, each term will be divisible by a di!erent power of
y4, and all powers up to a certain threshold appear. It follows that for all m,
there exist unique doubly even, anti-self-dual weight enumerators of degree
24m#12, 20, and 28 with dual distance at least 4m#4. Similarly, one has
unique doubly even, anti-m.s.o. weight enumerators of degrees 24m#5, 11,
13, 19, 21, and 27 with dual distance at least 4m#1, 4m#3, 4m#4, 4m#4,
4m#4, and 4m#4 respectively. For instance, for n"24m#5, the duals of
the multiples of f
5
are exactly divisible by (xy)4k for 04k4m, while the duals
of the multiples of f
13
are exactly divisible by (xy)4k`1 for 04k(m. Thus we
can set all dual coe$cients up to (but not including) degree 4m#1 equal to 0.
THE PROOF PROPER
We will proceed case by case:
n"24m#1. From Lemma 1, we know that the enumerator with
d54m#1, if it exists, is unique. We need to show that such an enumerator
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4m#1.
Suppose we could "nd an enumerator A@ (x, y) of length 24m#2, satisfying
the properties
A@ (x,!y)"A@ (x, y)
A@ (y,x)"A@ (x, y)
2~12m~1A@(x#y, x!y)"A@ (x, y)
A@ (1, y)"1#O (y4m`2)
2~12m~1A@ (1#y, (1!y)J!1)"y#O (y4m`1),
with the last O strict. In other words, A@(x, y) must essentially be the weight
enumerator of a self-dual code of length 24m#2 with minimum distance
4m#2, with a vector of weight 1 in its shadow (see [10] for a review of
shadow theory; see also [2] for an earlier reference). The claim is that
A(x, y)"(A@ (x, y)#A@(x, yJ!1))/2x is the desired enumerator. This is
easy to verify. The properties
A(1, y)"1#O(y4m`2)
A(x, 1)"O(x4m`4)
are trivial (recall that A(0, 1) must be 0 for n mod4O0), while
B(1, y)" 1
2(1#y) (A@(1#y, 1!y)#A@(1#y, (1!y)J!1))
" 1
2(1#y) (212m`1#O (y4m`2)#212m`1y#O (y4m`1))
"212m#O (y4m`1).
It remains to show that A@ exists. From Gleason's theorem for Type I
self-dual enumerators [5], we have
A@(x, y)" +
04i43m
c
i
(x2#y2 )12m`1~4i (x2y2 (x2!y2)2 )i,
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A@ (1, y)" +
04i43m
c
i
(1#y2)12m`1~4i (y2(1!y2 )2 )i
2~12m~1A@ (1#y, (1!y)J!1)
"2~12m~1 +
04i43m
c
i
(4y)12m`1~4i (!4(1!y4 )2)i.
In other words,
1#O(y4m`2)" +
04i43m
c
i
(1#y2)12m`1~4i (y2(1!y2)2 )i
y#O (y4m`1)"2~12m~1 +
04i43m
c
i
(4y)12m`1~4i(!4(1!y4 )2)i.
Applying BuK rmann}Lagrange to
(1#y2)~12m~1#O (y4m`2)" +
04i43m
c
i
(y2(1!y2)2/(1#y2)4 )i,
viewed as a formal series in y2 , we "nd that this condition determines c
i
for
04i42m. Similarly, from the second condition, reversing the order of
summation in i, we get
(!1)m26m~1(1!y4 )~6m#O(y4m)" +
04i43m
(!1)i26ic
3m~i
(y4/(1!y4 )2)i ;
applying BuK rmann}Lagrange to this, viewed as a formal series in y4, deter-
mines c
i
for 2m#14i43m. Suppose the O were not tight in this equation.
Then we could determine c
2m
, via the second form of BuK rmann}Lagrange:
c
2m
"1
2
[coe!. of zm in (1#z) (1!z)~4m~1]
"1
2 AA
5m
m B#A
5m!1
m!1 BB
"3 A
5m!1
m!1 B.
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c
2m
"[coe!. of z2m in (1!7z#7z2!z3 ) (1!z2)~4m~2]
"A
5m#1
m B#7A
5m
m!1B
"5 12m#1
4m#1 A
5m!1
m!1 B .
Since these are never equal, we obtain a contradiction. It follows that the
minimum distance of the constructed, A will be exactly 4m#1, as desired.
To summarize, a doubly even code of length 24m#1 with minimum dual
distance at least 4m#1 has dimension 12m (i.e., is maximally self-orthogonal)
and minimum dual distance exactly 4m#1.
Remark. Indeed, such codes are one-to-one correspondence with self-
dual codes of length 24m#2 with enumerator A@; one can thus use known
information about self-dual codes to "nd codes meeting our bound, or show
they do not exist. For instance, there is exactly one self-dual code of length 26
with minimum distance, 6, and that code has no vector of weight 1 in its
shadow. Consequently, our bound cannot be met for length 25.
n"24m#17. This can be handled in the same way as n"24m#1. The
self-dual enumerator, of degree 24m#18, has minimum distance 4m#4 and
minimum shadow distance 4m#5, except for one shadow vector of weight 1.
n"24m#2. Here, we take A@ (x, y) to be a self-dual enumerator of length
24m#2, with minimum distance 4m#2 and minimum shadow distance
4m#1; the desired A (x, y) is (A@ (x, y)#A@ (x, yJ!1))/2. The proof is
otherwise analogous.
n"24m#14, 18. These can be handled in the same way as n"24m#2.
For n"24m#14, the self-dual enumerator has minimum distance 4m#4
and minimum shadow distance 4m#3; for 24m#18, the minimum distance
is 4m#4 and the minimum shadow distance is 4m#5.
n"24m#3, 4. Suppose A (x, y) were an enumerator of degree 24m#4,
with dual distance at least 4m#2. Then
L
Lx
A (x, y)
would be an enumerator of degree 24m#3 with dual distance at least
4m#1. Since this enumerator is unique, A (x, y) is determined, except for the
coe$cient of yn . But if this coe$cient were varied, the term of B(1, y) linear
158 ERIC RAINSin y would vary, which is not allowed (since that term must be 0). Therefore
a doubly even enumerator of degree 24m#4 with dual distance at least
4m#2, if it exists, is unique.
Let A@ (x, y) be a self-dual enumerator of length 24m#4, with minimum
distance 4m#2 and minimum shadow distance 4m#2. Then (A@(x, y)#
A@ (x, yJ!1))/2 gives a suitable enumerator for n"24m#4; its derivative
gives a suitable enumerator for n"24m#3.
The proof that A@ (x, y) exists follows as for n"24m#1.
n"24m#6, 7, 8. Similarly, an enumerator with n"24m#8, d5
m#3, must be unique; in that case A(x, y) is the extremal Type II enumer-
ator. The derivatives give enumerators for n"24m#6 and 7. Note that the
minimum distances for n"24m#7 and 8 are one greater than would
normally be expected, so the bound there is greater than would be expected,
by dimension counting alone. That is, a doubly even enumerator of length
24m#7 or 8 with dual distance at least 4m#2 or 3 actually has dual
distance 4m#3 or 4.
n"24m#21, 22, 23, 24. Let A(x, y) be the extremal Type II enumerator
of degree 24m#24 (and minimum distance 4m#8). Then consecutive deriv-
atives of A give the enumerators for 23, 22, and 21. Again, the actual dual
distances are somewhat greater than expected. Since d44m#7 for
n"24m#23, with equality implying B (1, 0)"212m`11, we must have
d44m#8 for n"24m#24, with equality implying B (1, 0)"212m`12.
Remark. In fact, the extremal Type II enumerator of degree 24m#24 is
the unique doubly even enumerator with d54m#5. By BuK rmann}Lag-
range, one "nds
0"c
4m`3
"C(A(0, 1)!1)
for some positive C, and thus A (0, 1)"1. Then
0"c
4m`4
"6A
5m#4
m B B (1, 0)#C @
for some other constant C@, and thus the weight enumerator is determined.
n"24m#11. By the remark following Lemma 6, there exists a doubly
even anti-m.s.o. enumerator of degree 24m#11 and dual distance at least
4m#3. This is the extremal enumerator of Lemma 1. Since at least one of
A(x, y) and B (x, y) has a negative coe$cient, this is not the enumerator of
a code; it follows that for any code, d(4m#3.
n"24m#12. A straightforward modi"cation of the proof of Lemma 1
shows that the quantity (1#A(0, 1) )/B (1, 0) is uniquely determined for
a doubly even enumerator of length n"24m#12 with dual distance at least
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sion for c
4m`2
is
[coe!. of y4m`2 in !(1!y)20m`1 (1#y)~4m~1 (1#y2)~4m~3],
while the constant coe$cient is
[coe!. of y4m`2 in !(1#y)20m`1 (1!y)~4m~1 (1#y2)~4m~3].
But these are clearly the same, so we have
0"c
4m`2
"!2A
5m#2
m B B (1, 0)#(1#A(0, 1))C.
Since anti-self dual enumerators of length 24m#12 and minimum distance
at least 4m#4 exist, it follows that (1#A(0, 1))/B (1, 0)"!2~12m~6, which
immediately implies that no code can exist.
n"24m#13. By the remark following Lemma 6, there exists a doubly
even anti-m.s.o. enumerator of degree 24m#13 and dual distance 54m#4.
This, thus, must be the unique doubly even enumerator of dual distance
54m#3. Since this is not the enumerator of a code, the result follows.
n"24m#19, 20. For n"24m#19, the argument is analogous to that
for n"24m#11. Since a doubly even code of length 24m#19 has dual
distance at most 4m#3, a doubly even code of length 2m#20 has dual
distance at most 4m#4.
n"24m#15, 16. Suppose A(x, y) were a doubly even enumerator of
length 24m#15 and dual distance at least 4m#4. Then the derivative must
be the extremal enumerator for n"24m#14; we conclude that
B(1, 0)"212m`7 and the enumerator (if it corresponds to a code) is m.s.o. But
there is a unique doubly even m.s.o. enumerator of length 24m#15 and dual
distance 54m#3, namely the derivative of the extremal type II enumerator
of length 24m#16. But that derivative has dual distance precisely 4m#3;
the bound for 24m#15 follows and immediately implies the bound for
24m#16.
n"24m#5. Consider an enumerator A (x, y) of degree n and dual dis-
tance 4m#1.
We have
A(x, y)"x24m`5#x4m`1y4m`4 +
04i44m
c
i
(x4!y4) ix16m~4i
160 ERIC RAINS(note that this is not quite the same expansion as we used in Lemma 1) and
B (x, y)"(x#y)24m`5#(x#y)4m`1 (x!y)4m`4
] +
04i44m
8ic
i
(x3y#xy3)i (x#y)16m~4i.
From the "rst identity, it is clear that
c
4m
"a
20m`4
c
4m`1
"0.
From the second identity, we have
+
04i44m
8ic
i A
y(1#y2)
(1#y)4 B
i"(1!y)~4m~4 (1#y)~20m~1B (0, 1)#b
4m`1
y4m`1
!(1!y)~4m~4 (1#y)4m`4#O (y4m`2).
One readily obtains (via the second form of BuK rmann}Lagrange, as usual) the
identities
84mc
4m
"A
5m#1
4m#1Bb0#C1
84m`1c
4m`1
"b
4m`1
#14m#3
5m#1 A
5m#1
4m#1Bb0#C2 ,
where C
1
and C
2
are functions of m independent of A, and a
i
and b
i
are the
coe$cients of A and B respectively. From these equations, and the fact that
b
4m`1
"b
20m`4
, we deduce
b
20m`4
!212m`1a
20m`4
"!24m#5
4m#1 A
5m
4mBb0#C3 .
The same argument as in Lemma 1 tells us that there is a unique enumerator
of dual distance 4m#1 such that
b
20m`4
"212m`1a
20m`4
.
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161In particular, if there were an enumerator of dual distance 4m#2, it would
have to equal this enumerator.
But if we take A @ (x, y) to be the extremal type II enumerator of length
24m#8, then
A(x, y)" L3
Lx3
A@ (x, y)
has dual distance precisely 4m#1 and satis"es
b
20m`4
"212m`1a
20m`4
.
n"24m#9, 10. Let A (x, y) be a weight enumerator of degree 24m#9 and
dual distance 4m#2. Expanding A (x, y) as in Lemma 1, we obtain
0"84m`1c
4m`1
"!A
5m#1
4m#1BB(1, 0)!C.
The constant C can again be computed via the second form of BuK r-
mann}Lagrange:
C"[coe!. of y4m`1 in (1#y)20m`7 (1#y2)~4m~2 (1!y)~4m~1].
Writing (1#y2)"(1#y)2!2y, and expanding via the binomial theorem,
(1#y)20m`7 (1#y2 )~4m~2 (1!y)~4m~1
" +
04i
2i A
4m#1#i
4m#1 Byi (1#y)12m`3~2i (1!y)~4m~1 .
Since we only need the coe$cient of y4m`1, we can terminate the sum at
i"4m#1, to get
C" +
04i44m`1
2i A
4m#1#i
4m#1 B
][coe!. of y4m`1~i in (1#y)12m`3~2i (1!y)~4m~1]
" +
04i44m`1
24m`1~i A
8m#2!i
4m#1 B
][coe!. of yi in (1#y)4m`1`2i (1!y)~4m~1]
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04i44m`1
24m`1~i A
8m#2!i
4m#1 B +
04j4i
A
4m#1#2i
j B A
4m#i!j
i!j B
" +
04i44m`1
24m`1~i A
8m#2!i
4m#1 B +
04j4i
A
4m#1#2i
i!j B A
4m#j
j B .
Now,
+
04j4i
A
4m#1#2i
i!j B A
4m#j
j B"4iA
2m#i
2m B ,
via KuK mmer's formula [6, Eq. (5.94)], so
C" +
04i44m`1
24m`1`iA
8m#2!i
4m#1 B A
2m#i
2m B
" +
04i44m`1
28m`2~iA
4m#1#i
4m#1 B A
6m#1!i
2m B
"212m`3A
5m#1
4m#1B .
this time by Pfa! 's re#ection law followed by KuK mmer's formula [6, Eq.
(5.102)], where special care is needed with limits, since the formula as given
diverges.
In other words,
0"!A
5m#1
4m#1B B (1, 0)!212m`3 )A
5m#1
4m#1B ,
and thus B(1, 0)"!212m`3, proving the bound for n"24m#9. The bound
for n"24m#10 follows immediately. m
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